The transient flow formation due to sudden application of constant circumferential pressure gradient in an annulus partially filled with porous material has been considered. An exact solution of the governing equations has been obtained in Laplace domain using Laplace transform technique. Using suitable transformations, the equations are converted into standard Bessel equations whose solutions are available in the literature. The solutions to the Bessel equations are then inverted to the time domain using Riemann-sum approximation approach. The implicit finite difference scheme has also been employed in solving the governing equations in other to establish the accuracy of the Riemann-sum approximation approach for both transient and steady state solutions. The obtained solutions are then analysed for various dimensionless parameters entering the unified problem. There is a clear indication that large value of Da enhances the permeability of the porous region. Also, thin clear fluid region boosts τ 1 but has no significant influence on τ λ . While thin porous region enhances skin friction at both surfaces.
INTRODUCTION
Transport processes in horizontal coaxial impermeable and non-rotating cylinders filled with composite fluid containing clear fluid and fluid-saturated porous material has been of interest in many research. This can be attributed to its immense applications in engineering such as thermal insulation, crude oil extraction processes and in biomedical systems where circumferential flow appear in most of the apparatuses conveying fluids. A theoretical investigation of laminar steady flow in a cylindrical annulus, due to a constant circumferential pressure gradient, was first studied by Dean [1] , using the thin gap approximation. Analytical study on oscillatory flow in various geometries has been investigated by a number of researchers, due to an imposed oscillatory pressure gradient such as in a parallel plates by Dryden et al. [2] , in circular geometry by Richardson and Tyler [3] , Gupta and Gupta [4] , Samal and Biswal [5] . In a rectangular geometry by Drake [6] , Fan and Chao [7] . In an elliptical geometry by Khamrui [8] , Haslam and Zamir [9] . Most importantly in an annular geometry by Tsangaris [10] . Recently, Tsagaris and Vlachakis [11] obtained an analytical solutions of the equations of motion of a Newtonian fluid for the fully developed laminar flow between two concentric cylinders when an oscillating circumferential pressure gradient of cyclic frequency and amplitude is imposed (finite gap oscillating Dean flow) and obtained that an increase of the reduced frequency causes a reduction of the velocity amplitude. Tsangaris et al. [12] extended the problem to the case when the walls of the cylinders are porous. The influence of the stress jump condition at the porous/clear fluid interface for steady fully developed fluid flow in a composite channel partially filled with porous material was studied by Kuznetsov [13] . Later on, Avramenko and Kuznetsov [14] studied start-up flow in a channel or pipe occupied by a fluid-saturated porous medium. They investigated the response of incompressible fluid in a parallel-plate channel or circular pipe occupied by a fluidsaturated porous medium to a suddenly applied timedependent pressure drop.
Using semi-analytical approach, Jha and Odengle [15] examined unsteady Couette flow in a composite channel partially filled with porous material. They employed the implicit finite difference scheme in solving the governing equations and further presented a table to establish the accuracy of the Riemann-sum approach. A year later, they performed a similar analysis in a concentric cylinder, where the flow is induced by pressure gradient applied in the axial direction (See Jha and Odengle [16] )). They obtained that the adjustable coefficient in the stress jump condition (β) plays an important role in flow formation.
Paul and Singh [17] discussed laminar fully developed free convection flow between two coaxial vertical cylinders partially filled with a porous matrix when the cylinders are kept at different temperatures they observed that velocity is influenced by the shear stress jump at the interface while the stability of viscous flow in a curved channel driven by a constant azimuthal pressure gradient was examined by Gibson and Cook [18] . They considered two cases of disturbances (axisymmetric and asymmetric) for finite-gap width and the narrow-gap limit and obtained that as the gap width decreases the critical mode of instability changes so that there is a transition from axisymmetric instabilities. Most recently, the effect of a radial temperature gradient on the stability of viscous flow between two porous concentric cylinders driven by a constant azimuthal pressure gradient was investigated by Deka et al. [19] using the usual Runge-Kutta scheme combined with a shooting method. It is found that for a given value of N the radially outward flow has a stabilizing effect and the stabilization is more as the gap between the cylinders increases.
Andersson and Tiseth [20] considered start-up flow in a pipe following the sudden imposition of a constant flow rate. They detected that the start-up time required to reach steady state was significantly shorter than if the start-up flow ensued from a sudden constant pressure gradient and also obtained that the solution obtained those not display the "Annular Jet Effect" seen experimentally in the work of Kataoka et al. [21] .
The analytical solution of time dependent, laminar, viscous flow of an incompressible, Newtonian fluid driven by a harmonically oscillating pressure gradient in straight elliptic coaxial cylinders was investigated by Gupta et al. [22] and also presented a stepwise procedure for their evaluation for large complex arguments typically associated with viscous flows. Other related articles include the work of (Mishra and Roy [23] , Chikh et al. [24] , Chikh et al. [25] , Chandrasekhar [26] , Rajgopal et al. [27] , Biswal and Mishra [28] , Qi and Jin [29] , Nazar et al. [30] ).
The unique feature of this work is to present the semianalytical solution of the circumferential pressure driven flow and the influence of shear stress jump condition at the interface between a clear fluid and fluid-saturated porous material. We also set to investigate the impact of variation of the interfacial radial distance on the flow formation. In this research, the solutions of the governing equations are obtained by using the Laplace transform technique, while the Riemann-sum approximation approach is used to invert the Laplace-domain solution to time-domain.
MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
Consider the motion of transient, fully developed and incompressible circumferential flow due to Azimuthal pressure gradient between two co-axial-horizontal cylinders containing fluid and porous layer separated by a permeable thin interface with fluid occupying the interval ≤ ′ ≤ ′ while the interval ′ ≤ ′ ≤ 0 is occupied by a fluidsaturated porous material of uniform permeability. r i and r 0 are the radii of the inner and the outer cylinder respectively as shown in Fig. 1 . The circumferential velocity component of the fluid is proved to be a function of the radial coordinate r ′ and time t only. Following the work of Tsangaris and Vlachakis [11] , the fundamental model governing the present physical situation in dimensional form can be written as follows.
Figure 1. Flow configuration and coordinate system
The initial and the no-slip condition at the surfaces for the problem under consideration are
With the dimensional matching condition at the interface given as
Introducing the following dimensionless quantities in Eqs. 
Equations (1) and (2) can be written in dimensionless form as
Subject to the following non-dimensional initial and boundary condition
With the non-dimensional matching condition at the interface given as
The expression of equation (5) to (7) in Laplace domain using the Laplace transform technique
(Where > 0 is the Laplace parameter) subject to initial condition yield:
Subject to the following non-dimensional boundary condition
Equations (8) and (9) can be reduced by using the following transformations respectively
and
applying equation (11) on equations (8) and (9), the Laplace domain solution in terms of the modified Bessel function obtained are given by;
where = √ 1 ( 1 + ) and 1 , 1 are the modified Bessel function of first and second kind respectively of order 1.
Applying the boundary condition (10) on equation (12) and (13) The constant 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , . . . 16 appearing in the above equations are defined in the Appendix
Skin friction
The skin friction at the outer surface of the inner cylinder ( = 1) and at the inner surface of the outer cylinder ( = ) in Laplace domain is given respectively by;
Equations (12) - (16) are then inverted to determine their solutions in the time domain. However, literature survey conducted indicated that there are no simple ways to invert Laplace domain solutions in modified Bessel function to the time domain. Hence, we adopt a numerical procedure used in the work of Jha and Yusuf [31] , Jha and Odengle [16] , Jha and Apere [32] as well as that of Khadrawi and Al-Nimr [33] which were founded on the Riemann-sum approximation. According to this method, any function in the Laplace domain can be inverted to the time domain as follow:
where Re represents the real part of the term with summation and = √−1 . M is the number of terms used in the Riemannsum approximation and is the real part of the Bromwich contour that is used in inverting Laplace transforms. The Riemann-sum approximation for the Laplace inversion involves a single summation for the numerical process its accuracy generally depends on the value of and . Following the pioneering work of Tzou [34] , the value of that best satisfied the result is 4.7.
Validation of the method
To validate the correctness of the Riemann-sum approximation scheme adopted in inverting Equation (12)- (16), we find analytical solution of the steady state circumferential velocity, which should coincide with the transient solution at large time. This can be obtained by setting ( ) = 0 in equations (2.5) and (2.6) to obtain the following dimensionless ordinary differential equations 
Subject to the boundary conditions
The solution of equation (18) and (19) are given by applying appropriate transformation = ℎ + and = respectively, to yield
where
Applying the boundary condition (20) and the condition at the interface (21) on equations (22) and (23) In an attempt to further establish the accuracy of the numerical procedure used in this research work, we used the implicit finite difference method to solve the dimensionless Equations (5) and (6) with the initial and the no slip boundary conditions (7) . Using this numerical scheme, an excellent agreement was found in comparison with the values obtained from Riemann-sum approximation approach at large time as well as the exact solution of the steady state velocity. It is good to note that, the numerical values obtained using the implicit finite difference method at transient state also agrees considerably with the ones obtained using the Riemann-sum approximation approach for a small value of time. (See Table  1 & 2). 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The unified solution of the momentum equation of the clear fluid and the fluid-saturated by porous material is a function of the non-dimensional parameters: viscosity ratio ( ), Darcy number ( ), time ( ), adjustable coefficient of the stress jump condition ( ), interfacial radial distance ( ) and radii ratio ( ). In order to comment on the relative importance of these parameters on the velocity, interfacial velocity and skin frictions, we utilised the Mathematicial Laboratory (MATLAB) software in generating the graphs displayed in figs 2 to 13. As becomes large, porous region is seen to be more permeable and greater fluid motion occurs in the porous region. The reverse trend occur for small a value of Darcy number ( = 0.01) as velocity is seen to decrease sharply away from the fluids interface toward the outer surface of the inner cylinder due to less permeability of the porous region. Steady state velocity is reached faster for small value of while Large value of lengthen the time it takes to attain steady state velocity. This finding matches with the result of Jha and Odengle [16] . The combined influence of adjustable coefficient of the stress jump condition ( ) and time ( ) on interfacial velocity, is reflected in Fig. 5 when = 0.1. is seen to be an increasing function of and till it attains steady state. A similar occurrence is observed in Fig. 6 when = 0.01 with a sharp increase in velocity for large value of . Both figures indicate that decreases with increase in resulting in steady state been reached faster when = 0.01 . This influence of time follows a similar trend as observed by Jha and Odengle [16] who did a similar analysis when the pressure gradient is applied in the axial direction. Figs. 7 and 8 depict the effect of time ( ) and interfacial radial distance ( ) on the interfacial velocity ( ) when = 0.1 and 0.01 respectively. A steady increase in with is observed but decreases with , this is because as interfacial radial distance tends to , the region occupied by fluid-saturated by porous material becomes large. Hence, high tendency for decrease in velocity resulting in a decrease in interfacial velocity. The reverse situation is obtained when d tends to the radius of the inner cylinder. The variation of with and is presented in Fig. 9 . It is evident that increases with increase in and . As comes large, a critical value of is reached when further increase in has no significant influence on . At this point, is said to be steady and independent of . Fig.  10 shows the effect of and on skin friction, 1 (skin friction at the outer surface of the inner cylinder = 1). At transient state, 1 is seen to be an increasing function of and . further increase in has no impact on 1 . Similar occurrence is obtained in Fig. 11 as (skin friction at the inner surface of the outer cylinder = ) increases with increase and . It is noteworthy that 1 is always less that , this is because the presence of porous material at the porous region retards velocity hence, a decrease in magnitude of skin friction at that surface. In Fig. 12 , increase in suppresses 1 since 1 decreases with increase in d. 1 also increases with till it attains steady state skin friction at the outer surface of the inner cylinder ( = 1). Fig. 13 shows variation of with respect to and . In a similar manner to Fig. 12 , increases with till it reaches its steady state. It is noticed that is fairly constant for a large value of . This indicates that decrease in the region occupied by clear fluid has no significant influence on skin friction at the inner surface of the outer cylinder. while an increase in the region filled by clear fluid increases . With the explanation from Figs. 12 and 13, one can conclude that large value of (thin clear fluid region) increases 1 but has no influence on . While small value of (thin porous region) enhances skin friction at both surfaces. This is because high velocity of clear fluid always inspires skin friction at the surfaces.
CONCLUSIONS
The semi-analytical solution of the time dependent flow in an annulus partially filled with porous material due to sudden application of constant circumferential (Azimuthal) pressure gradient is considered. The annular gap is filled with a clear fluid and a fluid-saturated porous material of uniform permeability separated by a thin porous layer, with the clear fluid occuping the region near the inner surface of the outer cylinder. Laplace transform technique is used to solve the non- dimensional transport equations. The solution in Laplace domain is then inverted to time-domain using Riemann-sum approximation approach. In order to establish the accurary of the Riemann-sum approximation approach, a number of tables have been presented which shows that at large time, Riemannsum approximation approach largely agrees with the steady state solution obtained exactly. To further demostrate reliability of this approach, a numerical scheme -the implicit finite defference is also used to solve the governing equations.
The numerical values obtained from this two approaches (See table 1-4) indicates that they both match considerably at transient and steady state. The influence of a number of selected controlling parameters entering into the model is discused with the aid of line graphs. The main conclusions of the research work are 1. Generally, the unified velocity is an increasing function of time ( ) till it attains steady state velocity.
2.
A thin clear fluid region boosts 1 but has no influence on . While thin porous region enhances skin friction at both surfaces.
3.
There is a clear indication that porous region is more permeable with greater fluid motion arising in the porous region for a large value of Darcy number, this transitively enhanced the skin friction at the surfaces, The reverse trend occurs for a small value of Darcy number.
4. Positive value of is observed to enhance interfacial velocity ( ), while large value of (as tends to the radii ratio) retards . Furthermore, a linear relationship (See Fig.  8 ) is seen at steady state with negative gradient.
